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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
Graduate School 

Minutes of the Executive Committee Meeting 
Thursday, February 11, 1982 

1:30 p.m. 331 Johnston Hall 

Members present: Faculty representatives--Professors James Boen, Dale Lange, 
Douglas Lewis, Edward Sucoff, David Thompson; Duluth repre
sentative--Neil Storch; administrative representatives-
Deans Warren Ibele (chair), John Wallace, Kenneth Zimerman; 
guest--Professor David Olson; student representative-- Roy 
St. Laurent; Civil Service representative--Wendy Larson; 
staff--Vicki Field, Andrew Hein, Klaus Jankofsky, Myrna 
Smith; secretary--Beverly Miller 

I. FOR ACTION 

A. Approval of Executive Committee Minutes, Meeting of December 10, 1981 

The minutes were approved without amendment. 

B. Proposal for the Establishment of M.A. and Ph.D. Programs with a 
Major in Family Social Science 

Dean Ibele reviewed the budgetary developments within the University 
which have led to the appointment of a task force to examine the 
various program offerings already existing in areas directly related 
to Family Social Science. 

Professor David Olson then reviewed the issues raised at the 
December meeting concerning this proposal to which a response had 
been made by letter of January 14. In response to a question from 
Dean Jankofsky, it was agreed that it would be appropriate to delete 
the word "satisfactory" from the statement on page two of that 
letter concerning the minimum requirement for admission to the 
doctoral program. The statement will read, "Admission to the 
Doctoral Program is contingent on completion of requirements of 
the Master's Degree." 

There was a discussion of how the committee should proceed given 
the appointment of the task force. It was concluded that the pro
posal met usual requirements and that questions raised at the 
December meeting had been satisfactorily answered, and that this 
being the case a vote should be taken as usual. The vote was unani
mous that the proposal be approved and sent forward to central 
administration. 
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D. 

Proposal for a Change in the Name of the Graduate Degree Program 
in Agricultural Economics to Agricultural and Applied Economics 

Professor Lewis reported that this proposal was passed by the 
Social Sciences Policy and Review Council. It was supported by 
the Economics faculty. The change in the title of the major to 
Agricultural and Applied Economics was approved unanimously. (Copy 
of letter from Prof. Hammond, of 11/19/81, attached.) 
Proposal for a Change in the Name of the Graduate Degree Program 
in Pharmacognosy to Pharmaceutical Cell Biology 

Dean Ibele said that this request had been considered by two Policy 
and Review Councils, Health Sciences and Plant and Animal Sciences. 
Professor Boen said that the Health Sciences Policy and Review 
Council had approved the request. Dean Zimmerman pointed out that 
at that time the letter from Professor Ross Johnson of Cell and 
Developmental Biology raising objections to the change had not 
been available. Professor Sucoff reported that the Plant and 
Animal Sciences Policy and Review Council had voted 7 to 6 against 
the proposal. 

While to some the issue was simply one of terminology, to others 
there were issues of the basic nature of the discipline and program 
content. It was agreed that Dean Ibele would write to the faculty 
in the Pharmacognosy program pointing out the difficulties per
ceived and ask whether in light of the questions being raised a re
examination of the program content should be undertaken with parti
cular attention to the possibility of incorporating existing courses 
in cell biology into the curriculum. (Copy of pertinent correspon
dence attached.) 

II. FOR DISCUSSION 

J 

Graduate Courses Offered at Off-Campus Locations or in Workshop Format 

Professor Lange reported on the latest discussion in the Education and 
Psychology Policy and Review Council. The Council believed that no 
changes were necessary in present procedures for approving special work
shops. With respect to the number of workshop credits an individual 
student should be allowed to offer as part of a degree program, it was 
concluded that this decision is best made at the program level. With 
regard to the application of the Uniform Credit Hour Value, as approved 
by the University Senate, a question was raised since the length of the 
class hour has changed over time; it was believed that clarification was 
needed. In some instances where credit is offered and students must do ~ 
work either prior or subsequent to the announced calendar for the course, ~· 
it was suggested that a statement to this effect be included in the 
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course description. Concern over the adequacy of library and other 
support facilities when a course is offered away from the campus was 
expressed and it was suggested that a mechanism for requiring a des
cription and review of such facilities be established. 

Professor Lange reported that the College of Education had developed 
a policy statement regarding workshop courses, requiring a rationale, 
a bibliography, reasons for the special term and a description of the 
pattern of instruction. It also stipulates that topics courses can 
be offered for only 24 months and then must be submitted for reapproval. 

There was a discussion of the associated problems, particularly as CEE 
is free to negotiate directly with a department to offer an existing 
course on a special schedule with no collegiate approval required. 
This has been a particular problem at Duluth when Minneapolis courses 
are offered through CEE which do not meet the uniform Credit Hour Value. 
For the past ten years the Graduate Faculty Committee has limited to 
six the number of credits of workshop, special topics, and independent 
study a student may use on a degree program. 

It was suggested that the Graduate School formulate criteria for sub
mission to the colleges to be applied to 5-level courses. Dean Ibele 
agreed that this would be done. 

FOR INFORt1ATION 

A. Update on Graduate School Budget Reductions 

Dean Ibele informed the Committee that a $75,000 retrenchment had 
been made in the budget for the Graduate School Research Development 
Center. Cuts were taken in personnel by the RESEARCH Magazine staff, 
publication of which has been suspended, and by the Committee on the 
Use of Human Subjects in Research. 

Dean Ibele added that since 1977, the Graduate School has absorbed 
a reduction of approximately 20 percent of its base. This has had 
a particular impact on the student services areas. Part of this 
impact is reflected in changes in the processing of application 
inquiries, where responsibilities have been passed on to the depart
ments. The Graduate School has proposed to the Administrative Fees 
Committee that the Credentials Examination Fee be increased and that 
the amount of the increment be returned to the Graduate School to be 
shared with departments to alleviate difficulties associated with 
these changes. At present the entire Credentials Examination Fee 
is paid into the University Business Office and does not come to 
the Graduate School. 
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B. Report from the Council of Graduate Students 

Mr. St. Laurent reported that the Council of Graduate Students was 
cosponsoring workshops in conjunction with campus women•s groups 
on issues of particular importance such as child care. 

The Council was concerned at the Reagan administration•s proposal 
to end graduate student eligibility for guaranteed student loans. 
A letter from the organization to appropriate members of government 
has been drafted. Dean Jankofsky reported that at the December 
meeting of the Council of Graduate Schools in the United States a 
resolution was passed unanimously urging that support of graduate 
students by the Graduate Student Loan Program be maintained. 

C. Report on the Bush Sabbatical Program 

Dean Wallace indicated that a proposal had been submitted to the 
Bush Foundation for $900,000 for the support of faculty sabbatical 
leaves. The Foundation wishes to support efforts to improve under
graduate education. Applicants would have to describe research and 
activities to be pursued and how these would feed back into the 
undergraduate program. The program would be focused on mid-career 
faculty (those within 20 years of tenure) but exceptions would be 
granted. Graduate-only faculty would be excluded from participation. 

D. Report on Single Quarter Leave Program 

Dean Wallace indicated that the number of requests for single quarter 
leaves was down, and the reason is unknown. In recent years these 
requests were competitive and not all could be granted. This year 
represents a change. 

He added that a transfer of travel funds had permitted the Univer
sity to increase the number of Summer Faculty Appointments and 
applications for these have increased. At the present time back
to-back single quarter and summer appointments are not possible 
and a change in that rule should perhaps be considered. There are 
a number of implications in such a change which would have to be 
reviewed. 

E. Application Rates for 1982-83 

Dean Hein said that a memorandum had been sent to all Directors of 
Graduate Studies concerning the decrease in application rates the 
Graduate School was experiencing as of the end of January. 
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Applications received at that point were down 8.5 percent from last 
year and the number completed and out for review was down 5.5 per
cent. This was in spite of the fact that the number of foreign 
applicants had actually risen by 17.9 percent. 

He added that the processing of applications in the Graduate School 
Office was going quickly, due to special efforts being made by the 
staff. Applications completed were going out to the programs within 
two to three days. 

F. March Meeting of the Executive Committee 

Dean Ibele informed the committee that the next meeting would be 
held Thursday, March 11 at 1:30 p.m. in room 331 Johnston Hall. 

The meeting was adjourned. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Beverly D. Miller 
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., ' UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics 
231 Classroom Office Building '':: .,i TWIN CITIES 

November 19, 1981 

Dean Kenneth Zimmerman 
The Graduate School 
25 Johnston Hall 
University of Minnesota 
Minneapolis, HN 55418 

Dear Dean Zimmerman: 

1994 Buford Avenue 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55108 

This is to request the change in major title for our Department from 
"Agricultural Economics" to "Agricultural and Applied Economics". This 
relects no change in the basic graduate program of the department. 
However, the change would make the major title consistent with the 
departmental name. Furthermore, many of our students specialize 
in areas of applied economics which cannot be properly defined as 
agricultural economics. Thus, the change would more adequately include 
the areas of specialization that are available to our students. 

Sincerely, 

Jerome W. Hammond, Chairman 
Graduate Committee 

JWH:dg 

CC: G. Edward Schuh 

••• .Q_ p 
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February 10, 1982 

Dean Warren lbele 
The Graduate School 
321 Johnston Hall 
Minneapolis Campus 

Dear Dean lbele: 

College of Pharmacy 
Health Sciences. Unit F 
308 Harvard Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesotc- 55455 

We are writing to summarize in written form our comments on Dr. Ross 
Johnson's letter of February 4 to you, and to redress our apparent 
failure to communicate to you earlier the extent of our efforts to 
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find a name for our graduate program which would be fully satisfactory 
to all concerned. Despite our efforts we were sti 11 unable to find 
alternate names for our graduate program which both accurately represent 
our activities and still are acceptable to our colleagues in the 
College- of Pharmacy and elsewhere on campus. As you may be aware 
there is a graduate program in Pharmaceutics located within the 
College of Pharmacy. Consequently, names such as Cellular Pharmaceutics, 
Biological Pharmaceutics, etc. would be regarded by them as sources 
of confusion, and those names would most certainly not accurately 
reflect the work we do. Names such as Pharmaceutical Biology and 
Pharmaceutical Science are too broad - they apply equally wel 1 to 
several other programs in the College of Pharmacy and the Medical 
School. It is our judgement that they would be vigorously resisted 
within the College of Pharmacy itself. 

With regard to Dr. Johnson's first point, we feel that o•erlapping 
names of graduate programs are common in the Graduate School, particularly 
when a fundamental underlying science is involved (e.g. physiology, 
chemistry, psychology), but this does not appear to have prevented 
the University from developing superlative programs in these areas. 

We do not accept Dr. Johnson's definition of Pharmacognosy. What he 
describes represents an aspect of Pharmacognosy, but it is far too 
limiting. Our focus in this program is on the development of new drugs 
and new methods of producing existing drugs by studying basic aspects 
of plant, animal and microbial cell function. The major reasons for 
lack of apparent intellectual overlap in our programs are poor 
communication and possibly a strong ultrastructural bias projected by 
the Cell and Developmental Biology program on this campus. We can 
assure you that at virtually every other institution Cell Biology is 
recognized in a far broader sense and one that easily encompasses our 
area of activity. 

HEALTH SCIENCES 
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Dr. Johnson suggests that the College of Pharmacy and related areas 
should thoroughly reexamine their graduate programs and consider 
redistributing them. Without commenting on the appropriateness of 
the suggestion we would like to point out that the graduate programs 
of the College of Pharmacy have recently undergone a comprehensive 
external review. Suggestions raised at that time about redistribution 
of programs were recommended against by the external reviewers. 

Please contact us if we can provide any further information. We thank 
you for your patience and for your efforts throughout this long process. 

Sincerely, 

cc: Professor Ross G. Johnson 
Dean Lawrence C. Weaver 

: rt 
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Dean Warren Ibele 
Graduate School 
321 Johnston Hall 
Hinneapolis Campus 

Dear Dean Ibele: 

Department of Genetics and Cell Biology 
250 Bioloo1cal Sciences Center 
1445 Gartner Avenue 
St. Paul. Minnesota 55108 

February 4, 1982 

You wrote me this fall regarding a proposal from the Pha~acognosy 
program. The proposal involved changing the name of the program to 
"Pharmaceutical Cell Biology." 

As you requested, we've discussed this proposal within the Cell and 
Developmental Biology program, both informally and within the steering 
committee for our program. In addition, I've had several phone conversations 
with John Staba, Director of Graduate Studies in Pharmacognosy. Furthermore, 
I've discussed the matter with Bill Herman, Head of GCB, since Pharmacognosy 
is also changing its departmental name. 

Our program supports the activity in Pharmacognosy related to updating 
various activities and insuring that graduate student recruitment is as 
effective as possible. However, we do not support the proposed name change. 
There are three major factors in this decision. 

1. The proposal would grant our two programs overlapping names and yet we 
don't appear to overlap significantly in an intellectua\ sense. The area 
of cell biology is a well-defined, yet diverse discipli'he within the 
biological sciences. Its emphasis is on cell components, cell 
organization, and the function of cells in living systems. There are 
courses dealing with a number of aspects of the area and its methodologies 
that are routinely offered by graduate programs at institutions around 
this country and the world. A 4,000-member society represents the 
interests of American cell biologists. We are well-represented in these 
respects. I believe we operate a rather typical program in cell biology. 
Yet we are not isolated, as we interact and overlap with a variety of 
Minnesota programs in a constructive way: Anatomy, Microbiology and 
Pathobiology are excellent examples. Their students routinely take our 
graduate sequence in cell biology (GCB 5048 and 5049). This has not been 
true of the Pharmacognosy students, although they are now discussing the 
possibility. Thus, we are aware of only limited overlap in our graduate 
efforts with those in Pharmacognosy. 

2. The major thrust of the Pharmacognosy program relates to identifying 
naturally occurring compounds which have an impact on biological systems. 

·r~p? 
1,..,..-...,.•::.._ 
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However, elucidating the mechanism of each compound's effect would be up 
to the Pharmacologist. We see the latter as the more cell-oriented issue. 
The identification is a more general or biochemical matter and does not 
appear to focus on the basic biology of the eell. That is, simply working 
with cells does not make one a cell biologist. 

3. In terms of organization, we imagine that the proposed change could blur 
the emphasis we are striving for in Cell and Developmental Biology. It 
could create confusion for prospective students in CDB. We also believe 
it could generate uncertainties for those with interests in the Pharmacy 
area. Since Pharmacognosy is a relatively small graduate program in a 
rapidly developing area, it would seem an appropriate time to thoroughly 
examine graduate program specialties within Pharmacy and related areas. 

Please let me know if I can contribute in any other way to this 
discussion. I will plan on being at the February 9 Plant and Animal Sciences 
P & R committee meeting. 

kae 

cc: Dr. E.J. Staba, Pharmacognosy 
Dr. W.S. Herman, GCB 

Sincerely, 
.---; 

~~-,~~ 
Ross G. Johnson 
Professor 
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Offtce of the Dean 

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA Graduate School 
TWIN CITIES Johnston Hall 

October 20, 1981 

Professor Ross G. Johnson 
Department of Genetics and 

Cell Biology 
150 Biological Sciences Center 
St. Paul Campus 

Dear Professor Johnson: 

101 Pleasant Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

The graduate program in Pharmacognosy has requested approval from the 
Graduate School to change its title to Pharmaceutical Cell Biology; this 
issue will be considered by the Health Sciences Policy and Review Council 
during the fall quarter. 

The matter has been brought to the attention of Professor Edward Sucoff, 
Chair of the Plant and Animal Sciences Policy and Review Council, in light 
of the recent establishment of the degree program in Cell and Developmental 
Biology. Professor Sucoff agrees that this change of title be brought to 
the attention of your program. 

I attach a copy of the proposal prepared by Professors Staba, Abul-Hajj, and 
Shier with an accompanying endorsement from Dean Weaver. We would appreciate 
having your comments on this proposed retitling of the Pharmacognosy program; 
would you please transmit them in writing to me and to Professor Sucoff for 
consideration by the Plant and Animal Sciences Policy and Review Council? 
If you believe you need additional information, please do not hesitate to 
contact the Graduate School. The Plant and Animal Sciences Policy and Revie\'J 
Council holds its first fall meeting on October 27; a tentative second meet
ing is scheduled for December 1. 

The proposal goes to the Health Sciences Policy and Review Council meeting 
on October 30. Final action on the proposal will be deferred until we 
receive your comments and have an opportunity to discuss them. 

Sincerely, 

(7:/ ~r) • • '(' ();? 
/i'·'.'·~f-''1 /_. , .. \,~;./-;/ 

W• • ~ lw \,.~··' • ..._:: ·:~.o;~ 

Warren E. Ibele 
Dean 

WEI :mt 
Enclosure 
cc: Professor E. John Staba 

Professor Edward I. Sucoff 
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
TWIN CITIES 

June 15, 1981 

Dr. ~'larren Ibele, Dean 
The Graduate School 
322 Johnston Hall 
University of Minnesota 
Minneapolis, MN 55455 

Dear Dean Ibele: 

Department of Pharmacognosy 
College of Pharmacy 
115 Appleby Hall 
128 Pleasant Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

GRADUATE SCHOm 

OFiLCE OE IHE DEAN 

We are writing to inform you that at a recent meeting the faculty of this 
department voted unanimously to change the name of our department and the 
graduate program from Pharmacognosy to Pharmaceutical Cell Biology. The 
possibility of changing the name has been entertained informally for several 
years. A major factor in requesting the change of name at this tiQe is 
that the change was recommended by the external reviewer for the department 
in the recent College of Pharmacy Graduate Program Review, as part of 
his preliQinary oral recommendations. The move away from a distinct 
Department of Pharmacognosy is consistent with numerous other Colleges 
of Pharmacy in the United States, which have either retitled their departments 
or merged them with other areas. 

·The discipline we represent involves a changing and developing body of 
knowledge in the forefront of the Pharmaceutical Sciences, and our depart
ment will change and develop with it irregardless of the name and title. 
However, we feel that in the thirteen years that the department has been 
in its present form, both it and the field have developed in such a way 
that the term Pharmaceutical Cell Biology better describes•the activities of 
the department and the graduate program. A major incentive for requesting 
a change in the name and title of the graduate program is that we feel it 
will very substantially improve our position in the recruitment of graduate 
students. While pharmacognosy has changed and developed with the times, 
the perception of it within the academic community outside of pharmacy 
has not, with the ultimate result that American students in the basic 
sciences usually do not know what pharmacognosy is, and many of those who 
feel they do know associate the term with only a limited aspect of the field. 
We feel that it is a result of this situation that the major source of 
graduate students in our program has been foreign countries, predominantly 
Asian. We feel that changing the name of our department and program to 
Pharmaceutical Cell Biology will very substantially improve our ability 
to recruit graduate students from the pool of American students of the 
basic sciences, where the quality and uniformity are significantly greater. 

HEALTH SCIENCES 
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Use of the new name will begin on approval. 

The proposed change of name was approved unanimously by the Directors 
of Graduate Study in the College of Pharmacy at their meeting on May 7, 
1981. The change of name is also supported by Dean Weaver, as indicated 
in the accompanying letter. 

We are presenting this information to you for consideration by the Health 
Sciences Council or other appropriate body within the Graduate School. 
We would be pleased to provide any additional information that may be 
required to implement this change. 

Sincerely, 

-~ J "'Q_ '\~ . ~-\.-.. ~ -
E. John Staba 
Professor and Director of Graduate Studies 

~ ~ w. 7 Shier 
Associate Professor 

:ds 

...... 
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Office of the Dean 

., ~-,-.;,.7.~~--. .'· . . ' 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA College of Pharmacy 

Health Sciences. Unit F 
308 Harvard Street S. E. 
Minneapolis. MN 55455 

TWIN CITIES 

May 27, 1981 

Dr. Warren lbele, Dean 
Graduate School 
321 Johnston Hall 

Dear Dean lbele: 

I support the name change for our graduate program in Pharmacognosy 
to Pharmaceutical Cel 1 Biology. It is supported by the Directors of 
Graduate Study in this College and was recommended by the recent 
College of Pharmacy Graduate Program Review. The new designation 
is more descriptive of the research being carried out in this unit. 

If you have any questions, please get in touch. 

Sincerely, 

• ' !!f!/tf({~ /llfd/ttil 
.· J~ renee C. Weaver, Dean 

~~Ukap 

... 

HEALTH SCIENCES 
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September 30, 1981 

Professor E. John Staba 
Professor Y. Abul-Hajj 
Professor W. T. Shier 
Department of Pharmacognosy 
5-130 Health Sciences Unit F 
East Bank Campus 

Office of the Dean 

Graduate School 
Johnston Hall 
101 Pleasant Street S,E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

Dear Professors Staba, Abul-Hajj, and Shier: 

The Graduate School has carefully reviewed your request of June 15, 1981 to 
change the name of the graduate program in Pharmacognosy to Pharmaceutical 
Cell Biology. The circumstances surrounding the change you describe appear 
to warrant serious consideration, and I commend the efforts of the Pharma
cognosy faculty to implement a recommendation stemming from the College of 
Pharmacy program review. However, before I can confidently forward the 
request to the Health Sciences Policy and Review Council, I would ask that 
the following information be provided. 

Reference is made in your letter to a discipline that involves a 11 Changing 
and developing body of knowledge in the forefront of the Pharmaceutical 
Sciences ... You also note that the Department of Pharmacognosy will change 
and develop with changes in the field, regardless of the name and title of 
the department, and that the term Pharmaceutical Cell Biology better des
cribes the activities of both the department and the graduate program. To 
what extent will the proposed change in the name of the graduate program 
involve changes in the content and subject matter of the program? Will 
curricular modifications accompany the change in degree program title and, if 
so, what will be the nature of these? Are there other significant modifica
tions to the program contemplated? With this clarification I will transmit 
your request to the Health Sciences Policy and Review Council for considera
tion. 

You may wish to call me to discuss the matter further. Thank you for your 
assistance. 

Sincerely, 
/11/.. (\/) 
(/ jl tttiJ/~tl,_, 

Warren E. Ibele 
Dean 

WEI :mt 

J 
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;_1 UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA Department of Pharmacognosy 

"'::~..J ; TWIN CITIES College of Pharmacy 
115 Appleby Hall 

October 22, 1981 

Or. Warren Ibele, Dean 
The Graduate School 
322 Johnston Hall 
University of Minnesota 
Minneapolis, MN 55455 

Dear 0 ea n I bel e: 

128 Pleasant Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

GRADUATE SCHOOL 

0 C T ~; ;3 19 81 

We are writing in reply to your letter of September 30, 1981 requesting 
clarification of our request of June 15, 1981 to change the name of the 
graduate program in Pharmacognosy to Pharmaceutical Cell Biology. 

In your letter you mentioned a concern about our statement that our 
discipline involves a 11 Changing and developing body of kno\'tledge in the 
forefront of the Pharmaceutical Sciences 11

• This statement was intended 
to assure you that our discipline, like your own, is a changing and 
developing one. We are not like a department devoted to the study of 
ancient history or a dead language; in our discipline requests for 
change should be viewed not with suspicion, but as a normal, healthy and 
indeed essential part of our efforts to provide our students \'lith a 
relevant education of the highest possible quality. 

As we implied in our first letter, the proposed change in name and title 
of our graduate program will not change the research activities in which 
our students participate. Over the years changing personnel, changing 
funding opportunities and the development of the pharmaceutical sciences 
have led to the present situation in \'lhich the term .. Pharmaceutical Cell 
Biology .. better represents the research activities \'lith which we are 
involved, and it has for several years. 

Our present course offerings are as follows: 

5810s. 
5820f. 
5830s. 
5840w. 
5850f. 
5860w. 
5870f. 
5880f. 
5899 
8100w. 

Medicinal Plants 
Introductory Pharmacognosy 
Introductory Pharmacognosy 
Introductory Pharmacognosy 
Introduction to Research 
Antibiotics 
Hormones 
Pharmaceutical Immunology 
Special Problems in Pharmacognosy 
Medicinal Product Isolation and Identification 

HEALTH SCIENCES 
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8300f. 
8400 
8500 
8600w 
8900x 

Pharmaceutical Cell Systems 
Selected Topics 
Pharmacognosy Seminar 
Readings in Pharmacognosy 
Research in Pharmacognosy 

We feel that if the proposed change in the name of the graduate program 
is approved, it wi 11 be appropriate to replace the word "Pharmacognosy" 
with 11 Pharmaceutical Cell Biology 11 where it appears in titles, but the 
content of the courses will not be changed in response to the new title. 
In each of these cases the term 11 Pharmaceutical Cell Biology" is at 
least as appropriate to the present course content as is the term 
"Pharmacognosy". Most of the 5800 level course offerings are primarily 
designed for advanced undergraduates, but are made available to those of 
our graduate students who feel a need to make up deficiencies in the 
respective areas. The contents of these courses are primarily 
determined by the needs of the undergraduates, and they will not be 
changed in response to a change in title of the graduate course. 

In our letter of June 15 we pointed out that a major incentive for 
changing the name and title of our department was to clarify the 
preception of it for American students in the basic sciences. We feel 
that with an improved perception of the scope of our activities we will 
succeed in attracting more American graduate students into our program. 
As with any department we periodically reexamine our course offerings 
with an eye to hovt well they serve our students • needs. If in the 
future we feel that alterations in our course offerings would better 
serve our students• needs, we will reexamine them and request permission 
to make the appropriate changes. 

We hope that these comments have clarified our request, but we vmuld be 
pleased to provide any additional information that may be required to 
implement this change. 

Si~cerely, ,~ 

~~-S~ 
E. John Staba 
~fesso 

i er 
Associ te Professor 

cc: Professor Ross G. Johnson 
Professor Edward I. Sucoff 
Dean Lawrence C. Weaver 

• - < • ' 


